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Dusting off the “fire extinguishers”
One of the reasons we formed RBA in 2009 was we thought the US was
entering one of the biggest bull markets of our careers. US corporate
fundamentals, although poor on an absolute basis, were demonstrably
improving, central banks were engineering an immense liquidity injection
into the global economy, and investors were extraordinarily wary of US public
equity. The makings of a major bull market seemed evident to us.

Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC (RBA)
is an investment manager focusing on
longer-term investment strategies that
combine top-down, macroeconomic
analysis and quantitatively-driven
portfolio construction. We strive to
be the leading provider of innovative
investment solutions for investors, and
our competitive edge is our researchdriven macro style of investing.
Our top-down macro approach
differentiates our firm from the
more common, traditional bottom-up
approach of most asset managers.
Our extensive array of macro indicators
allows us to construct portfolios
for clients that are innovative,
risk-controlled, and focused on
overall portfolio construction instead
of individual stock selection.

Investors were hesitant to invest with us given our bullishness, and due
diligence meetings often centered on how defensive RBA’s strategies could
become if there was another bear market. Protecting against a bear market
was clearly more important to investors than was taking advantage of the
opportunities.
Our marketing presentations accordingly mentioned “fire extinguishers” or
strategies to be used “in case of emergency”.We weren’t employing such
defensive strategies, but wanted to make it very clear to potential investors
what RBA was likely to do if investment risk increased.
Today’s fundamentals are markedly different from those of ten years ago.
Corporate fundamentals have been deteriorating all year, but remain healthy
on an absolute basis. Global yield curves have begun to suggest that liquidity
is starting to dry up. Investors are not necessarily euphoric regarding public
equity but, as we’ve pointed out before, investment flows into private equity
and venture capital have surpassed the Technology Bubble’s flows into US
equity funds.
Investors seem to be following the historical precedent and are becoming
increasingly bullish despite a deterioration in underlying fundamentals. With
that in mind, it seems prudent to dust off the fire extinguishers.

Testing the fire extinguisher?
Real fire extinguishers get checked and tested regularly, but financial fire
extinguishers often get rusty or ineffective because the financial markets
change through time. Investors often assume their portfolios are diversified,
however, asset classes that might provide significant portfolio diversification
in one period might be quite ineffective in another. Investors tend to rely
too much on marketing literature rather than unbiased statistical analyses to
determine effective fire extinguishing asset classes.

CONTACT RBA
Website: RBAdvisors.com
Twitter: @rbadvisors
Phone: (212) 692-4088
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Correlation among asset classes and not the number of asset classes
ultimately determines the level of diversification within a portfolio.
Traditional portfolio construction includes numerous asset and sub-asset
classes, but one could have a very well-diversified portfolio with only two
assets if those two assets are very uncorrelated.
Correlations change through time as market and economic conditions
change. Asset classes that could be very uncorrelated and provide
significant diversification during one period might be highly correlated
and provide no diversification in another.
For example, many investors consider hedge funds and other alternatives
to be asset classes that can significantly diversify a portfolio. Chart 1
shows the secular correlation between hedge funds and the S&P 500®.
Hedge funds provided significant diversification to an equity portfolio
during the chart’s earlier period (i.e., the correlation was low). However,
the correlation today between hedge funds and equities is extremely
high, which suggests investing in hedge funds provides limited, if
any, diversification benefit. We regularly test our fire extinguishers for
diversification efficacy because changes like those associated with
hedge funds occur more frequently than many investors expect.

CHART 1:
Rolling 5-Year Correlation of Hedge Funds vs. S&P 500®
(Dec. 1995 – Sep. 2019)
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Ignoring the smoke alarm #1: analysts seem unaware
of deteriorating profits
The current debate regarding the health of the US economy seems odd
but is normal. It seems odd because the US is clearly in a late-cycle stage
despite investors’ and the Fed’s denial (I.e., when have yield curves inverted
other than late in a cycle?), but seems normal in that investors don’t believe
the US is in a late-cycle. It is quite rare that investors anticipate deteriorating
fundamentals, and this cycle seems to be fitting that norm.
Chart 2 shows that bottom-up earnings expectations (i.e., those derived
by aggregating individual company forecasts) have NEVER forecasted
a profits recession before one occurred, and current forecasts might be
following that historical pattern.

CHART 2:
Consensus NTM EPS Growth Forecast vs. Actual Profits Cycle
(Apr. 1988—Sep. 2019)
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Source: Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC, HFRI, Standard & Poor’s

Chart 3 (courtesy of Bloomberg based on a Morgan Stanley study)
strongly suggests that analysts’ forecasts for large capitalization
companies’ earnings may be too rosy. Estimates for small and midcap stocks have begun to fall, and that makes sense because smaller
companies tend to be more sensitive to economic cycles. However,
larger capitalization stocks’ earnings forecasts are still increasing!
The fact that bottom-up forecasts have never predicted a profits
recession, that small and mid-cap earnings estimates are falling, and that
large cap stocks’ estimates are rising seems to suggest more risk than
investors are anticipating.
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CHART 3:
Consensus Estimates: Large Caps vs. Mid and Small Caps
(Dec. 2016 – Sep. 2019)

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. For Index descriptors, see “Index Descriptions” at end of document.

Ignoring the smoke alarm #2: “…but the consumer is fine…”
The September employment report was heralded by many as a healthy
report because the unemployment rate hit a multi-decade low. While
that is indeed good news, it is relatively worthless news for investors
because the unemployment rate is a lagging indicator.
There are three categories of economic indicators: leading, coincident,
and lagging. Leading indicators are those that tend to turn before
GDP does, coincident indicators tend to turn in tandem with GDP, and
lagging indicators tend to turn after GDP does. Because the equity
market is itself a leading indicator, following coincident and lagging
indicators can often hurt portfolio performance.
Chart 4 compares the unemployment rate (lagging indicator) with the
Conference Board’s Employment Trends Indicator (a leading gauge of
employment based on a combination of many economic indicators). So
far the leading employment indicator looks considerably more pessimistic
than the rosy lagging indicator that gets so much more attention.
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CHART 4:
Leading vs Lagging Employment Indicators
(Sep. 1990 – Sep. 2019)

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Ignoring the smoke alarm #3: liquidity isn’t dry,
but it’s drying up
Central banks were injecting huge amounts of liquidity into the global
economy after the financial crisis, and the world’s yield curves steepened
significantly. That steepness reflected the markets’ forecast that the
central banks would be successful in preventing another recession.
Equity Investors, however, had little faith in the steep yield curves’
optimistic forecasts.
Today, global yield curves are extremely flat, but investors regularly state
that the world is “awash in liquidity”. Earlier in the decade investors
ignored the curves’ optimistic forecast and today they are ignoring the
curves’ pessimistic forecast. Like the stock analysts who have yet to
forecast a profits recession, portfolio managers are largely ignoring
deteriorating liquidity. Despite the yield curve’s forecasting successes,
the recent BofAML’s Global Fund Manager Survey1 shows that only 25%
of fund managers surveyed believe that the US’s inverted yield curve
portends a recession within the next 12 months (see Chart 5).

Bank of America Merrill Lynch (BofAML) Global Fund Manager Survey It’s time for fiscal
stimulus, Sep. 17, 2019

1
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Yield Curve Inversion Question from BofAML’s Global Fund Manager Survey
(Sep. 2019)

Taking the fire extinguishers off the wall
Whereas consensus is that the bull market is firmly intact, we have
been toning down the risk within our strategies. The following charts
show some of the repositioning that has gone on within RBA’s
strategies during 2019.

1. Defensives vs. cyclicals
Chart 6 shows that our long-standing preference for cyclicals began
to decrease during late-2018 and completely reversed in 2019. The
positions shown are for our flagship Global Risk Balanced Moderate
ETF Strategy.

CHART 6:
RBA Global Risk-Balanced Moderate ETF Strategy:
Defensive vs. Cyclical Equity Sector Weights
(Sep. 2010 – Sep. 2019)
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Defensives

Cyclicals

Source: Richard Bernstein Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P. Defensives = Consumer Staples,
HealthCare, Utilities, Real Estate post 9/30/16 GICS reclassification, Telecomm Svcs. pre 9/30/18
GICS reclassification. Cyclicals = Consumer Discretionary, Energy, Financials, Industrials,
Materials, Information Technology, Communication Svcs. post 9/30/18 GICS reclassification.
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2. Equity sensitivity decreased
Chart 7 shows the equity beta of the strategy through time. As we’ve
pointed out many times (http://www.rbadvisors.com/images/pdfs/Asset_
Allocation_2.0.pdf), RBA categorizes assets not by the tradition name, but
rather by their correlation to major asset categories. Thus, our equity
beta shown incorporates the equity sensitivity across all asset classes.
Currently, the equity beta is the lowest in the history of the strategy.

CHART 7:
RBA Global Risk-Balanced Moderate ETF Strategy: Beta to MSCI ACWI®
(Dec. 2010 – Sep. 2019)
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Source: Richard Bernstein Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., Axioma

3. Volatility sensitivity increased
Chart 8 shows the beta to implied volatility, and it is the highest in
the history of the strategy. This means that the strategy is positioned
to benefit from higher volatility. We highlighted last month (http://
www.rbadvisors.com/images/pdfs/RBA_Insights_Sept2019.pdf) that
history suggests the decrease in global liquidity could lead to a multiyear period of higher volatility. That does not necessarily imply that
expected returns are too high, but it does imply that investors are
probably underestimating the volatility or overestimating the certainty
accompanying expected returns.

CHART 8:
RBA Global Risk-Balanced Moderate ETF Strategy: Beta to CBOE Volatility (VIX)
(Dec. 2010 – Sep. 2019)
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Doing exactly what we promised…just not when
investors thought it would happen.
When RBA first mentioned at the beginning of the decade our ability to
utilize “fire extinguishers,” investors generally thought we’d be using
them soon because they didn’t anticipate a major bull market. Today,
in the latter stages of the economic and market cycles, relatively few
investors ask us about potential defensive tactics.
However, the positioning we are employing today is exactly what we
suggested we’d do when we thought the appropriate time came. Our
strategies are more defensively positioned, we have lowered the equity
beta of the strategies, and increased exposure to assets that typically
perform in periods of elevated volatility.
We’re starting to smell smoke, and the fire extinguishers are off the wall.

To learn more about RBA’s disciplined approach to macro
investing, please contact your local RBA representative.

www.rbadvisors.com/images/pdfs/Portfolio_Specialist_Map.pdf

Don't miss out on future RBA Insights, Subscribe today:
jump.rbadvisors.com/subscribe
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INDEX DESCRIPTIONS:
The following descriptions, while believed to be accurate, are in
some cases abbreviated versions of more detailed or comprehensive
definitions available from the sponsors or originators of the
respective indices. Anyone interested in such further details is free
to consult each such sponsor’s or originator’s website.
The past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results.
Each index reflects an unmanaged universe of securities without
any deduction for advisory fees or other expenses that would
reduce actual returns, as well as the reinvestment of all income and
dividends. An actual investment in the securities included in the
index would require an investor to incur transaction costs, which
would lower the performance results. Indices are not actively
managed and investors cannot invest directly in the indices.
CBOE Volatility Index (VIX): The Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE) Volatility Index reflects a market estimate of future volatility, based
on the weighted average of the implied volatilities for a wide range of
strikes. 1st & 2nd month expirations are used until 8 days from expiration,
then the 2nd and 3rd are used.
MSCI ACWI® Index: The MSCI ACWI® Index is a widely recognized, freefloat-adjusted, market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure
the equity-market performance of global developed and emerging
markets.
Large Caps: Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500® Index: The S&P 500® Index
is an unmanaged, capitalization-weighted index designed to measure the
performance of the broad US economy through changes in the aggregate
market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
Mid Caps: Standard and Poor’s Midcap 400 Index: The Standard and Poor’s
Midcap 400 Index is a capitalization-weighted index which measures the
performance of the mid-range sector of the U.S. stock market.
Small Caps: Russell 2000 Index. The Russell 2000 Index is an
unmanaged, market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure
the performance of the small-cap segment of the US equity universe. The
Russell 2000 Index is a subset of the Russell 3000® Index.
Sector/Industries: Sector/industry references in this report are in
accordance with the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®)
developed by MSCI Barra and Standard & Poor’s.
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About Richard Bernstein Advisors
Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC is an investment manager focusing
on long-only, global equity and asset allocation investment strategies.
RBA runs ETF asset allocation SMA portfolios at leading wirehouses,
independent broker/dealers, TAMPS and on select RIA platforms.
Additionally, RBA partners with several firms including Eaton Vance
Corporation and First Trust Portfolios LP, and currently has $9.0 billion
collectively under management and advisement as of September
30th, 2019. RBA acts as sub‐advisor for the Eaton Vance Richard
Bernstein Equity Strategy Fund, the Eaton Vance Richard Bernstein
All‐Asset Strategy Fund and also offers income and unique theme‐
oriented unit trusts through First Trust. RBA is also the index provider
for the First Trust RBA American Industrial Renaissance® ETF. RBA’s
investment insights as well as further information about the firm and
products can be found at www.RBAdvisors.com.
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Nothing contained herein constitutes tax, legal, insurance or investment advice, or the recommendation
of or an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or invest in any investment product, vehicle,
service or instrument. Such an offer or solicitation may only be made by delivery to a prospective
investor of formal offering materials, including subscription or account documents or forms, which
include detailed discussions of the terms of the respective product, vehicle, service or instrument,
including the principal risk factors that might impact such a purchase or investment, and which should
be reviewed carefully by any such investor before making the decision to invest. RBA information
may include statements concerning financial market trends and/or individual stocks, and are based on
current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events
or for other reasons. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future market behavior
or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be
relied upon as such. The investment strategy and broad themes discussed herein may be unsuitable
for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial situation. Information
contained in the material has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed.
You should note that the materials are provided “as is” without any express or implied warranties.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. All investments involve a degree of risk,
including the risk of loss. No part of RBA’s materials may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in
any other publication, without express written permission from RBA. Links to appearances and articles
by Richard Bernstein, whether in the press, on television or otherwise, are provided for informational
purposes only and in no way should be considered a recommendation of any particular investment
product, vehicle, service or instrument or the rendering of investment advice, which must always be
evaluated by a prospective investor in consultation with his or her own financial adviser and in light of
his or her own circumstances, including the investor’s investment horizon, appetite for risk, and ability to
withstand a potential loss of some or all of an investment’s value. Investing is subject to market risks.
Investors acknowledge and accept the potential loss of some or all of an investment’s value. Views
represented are subject to change at the sole discretion of Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC. Richard
Bernstein Advisors LLC does not undertake to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein.
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